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By far the most powerful dashboarding 
solution for Qlik Sense™.

�e ultimate ad-hoc reporting 
solution for Qlik Sense™.

�e easiest way to deliver pixel-perfect 
financial reports in Qlik Sense™.

�e only truly e�ective way to bring 
people and data together in Qlik Sense™.
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A subscription that 
keeps on giving

Fully compatible with the 
whole Qlik Analytics Platform

Mashups
nPrinting
Story Mode
QSEoK
iPads / mobile

E Total Regulatory Compliance 

On-premise installation available:
AWS, Azure or Datacenter

Ties in with Qlik Sense™ pricing 

Enterprise/OEM licenses available
Personalised subscription

Enterprise-grade support

US & EMEA business hours
Premium support available

SUPERCHARGE 
your Qlik Sense™ apps

Vizlib extends Qlik’s™ native functionality, helping you 
add more value to your apps and easily build solutions 
that would be impossible to execute otherwise.

Our ever-growing pool of feature-rich, advanced 
visualisations can help drive adoption of your Qlik Sense™ 
apps and create a truly data-driven culture. Venture beyond 
the native capabilities to move faster and achieve more.

Extend your Qlik Sense™ capabilities

Packed with powerful theming, branding and pixel 
perfect customisation capabilities, our extensions 
give your dashboards that extra wow e�ect.

Whether you’re going for a branded, standardized 
look across all your apps or simply more presentable 
dashboards, everything’s achievable with Vizlib. 

Build compelling, branded dashboards

It’s not enough to simply give people access to data. To 
drive value from the investments your organisation 
has made, you must empower users to accelerate data 
exploration and analysis and streamline insight 
sharing within Qlik Sense™. 

With Vizlib’s value-added products, you can boost your 
team’s data literacy, enable better collaboration and 
drive the democratization of data and analytics at 
scale and pace.

Accelerate insight delivery & collaboration

With our value-added products for Qlik Sense™, you 
can ensure your organisation puts data at the heart 
of its decision-making.

Built with the business user in mind, our extensions 
are incredibly intuitive and user-friendly, allowing 
even the most non-technical people to enjoy the 
self-service analytics experience. With Vizlib, everyone 
has the skills to get answers from their data, faster.

No coding skills needed: empower all users!


